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“Talk about centralisation! The credit
system, which has its focus in the socalled national banks and the big moneylenders and usurers surrounding them,
constitutes enormous centralisation, and
gives this class of parasites the fabulous
power, not only to periodically despoil
industrial capitalists, but also to interfere
in actual production in a most dangerous
manner— and this gang knows nothing
about production and has nothing to do
with it.” [1]

Ten years ago, a quote from Marx would have one deemed a socialist, and
dismissed from polite debate. Today, such a quote can (and did, along with
Charlie’s photo) appear in a feature in the Sydney Morning Herald—and not
a few people would have been nodding their heads at how Marx got it right
on bankers.F
He got it wrong on some other issues,[2] but his analysis of money and
credit, and how the credit system can bring an otherwise well-functioning
market economy to its knees, was spot on. His observations on the financial
crisis of 1857 still ring true today:
“A high rate of interest can also indicate, as it did in 1857, that the country is
undermined by the roving cavaliers of credit who can afford to pay a high
interest because they pay it out of other people’s pockets (whereby,
however, they help to determine the rate of interest for all), and meanwhile
they live in grand style on anticipated profits.
Simultaneously, precisely this can incidentally provide a very profitable
business for manufacturers and others. Returns become wholly deceptive
as a result of the loan system…”[1]

One and a half centuries after Marx falsely predicted the demise of
capitalism, the people most likely to bring it about are not working class
revolutionaries, but the “Roving Cavaliers of Credit”, against whom Marx
quite justly railed.
This month’s Debtwatch is dedicated to analysing how these Cavaliers
actually “make” money and debt—something they think they understand,
but in reality, they don’t. A sound model of how money and debt are created
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makes it obvious that we should never have fallen for the insane notion that
the financial system should be self-regulating. All that did was give the
Cavaliers a licence to run amok, with the consequences we are now
experiencing yet again—150 years after Marx described the crisis that led
him to write Das Kapital.

The conventional model: the “Money Multiplier”
Every macroeconomics textbook has an explanation of how credit money is
created by the system of fractional banking that goes something like this:










Banks are required to retain a certain percentage of any deposit as a reserve,
known as the “reserve requirement”; for simplicity, let’s say this fraction is
10%.
When customer Sue deposits say 100 newly printed government $10 notes
at her bank, it is then obliged to hang on to ten of them—or $100—but it is
allowed to lend out the rest.
The bank then lends $900 to its customer Fred, who then deposits it in his
bank—which is now required to hang on to 9 of the bills—or $90—and can
lend out the rest. It then lends $810 to its customer Kim.
Kim then deposits this $810 in her bank. It keeps $81 of the deposit, and
lends the remaining $729 to its customer Kevin.
And on this iterative process goes.
Over time, a total of $10,000 in money is created—consisting of the original
$1,000 injection of government money plus $9,000 in credit money—as well
as $9,000 in total debts. The following table illustrates this, on the
assumption that the time lag between a bank receiving a new deposit,
making a loan, and the recipient of the loan depositing them in other banks
is a mere one week.
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This model of how banks create credit is simple, easy to understand (this
version omits the fact that the public holds some of the cash in its own
pockets rather than depositing it all in the banks; this detail is easily catered
for and is part of the standard model taught to economists),… and
completely inadequate as an explanation of the actual data on money and
debt.
The Data versus the Money Multiplier Model
Two hypotheses about the nature of money can be derived from the money
multiplier model:
1. The creation of credit money should happen after the creation of
government money. In the model, the banking system can’t create credit
until it receives new deposits from the public (that in turn originate from
the government) and therefore finds itself with excess reserves that it can
lend out. Since the lending, depositing and relending process takes time,
there should be a substantial time lag between an injection of new
government-created money and the growth of credit money.
2. The amount of money in the economy should exceed the amount of debt,
with the difference representing the government’s initial creation of money.
In the example above, the total of all bank deposits tapers towards
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$10,000, the total of loans converges to $9,000, and the difference is
$1,000, which is the amount of initial government money injected into the
system. Therefore the ratio of Debt to Money should be less than one, and
close to (1-Reserve Ratio): in the example above, D/M=0.9, which is 1
minus the reserve ratio of 10% or 0.1.

Both these hypotheses are strongly contradicted by the data.
Testing the first hypothesis takes some sophisticated data analysis, which
was done by two leading neoclassical economists in 1990.[3] If the
hypothesis were true, changes in M0 should precede changes in M2. The
time pattern of the data should look like the graph below: an initial injection
of government “fiat” money, followed by a gradual creation of a much larger
amount of credit money:

Their empirical conclusion was just the opposite: rather than fiat money
being created first and credit money following with a lag, the sequence was
reversed: credit money was created first, and fiat money was then created
about a year later:
“There is no evidence that either the monetary base or M1 leads the cycle,
although some economists still believe this monetary myth. Both the
monetary base and M1 series are generally procyclical and, if anything, the
monetary base lags the cycle slightly. (p. 11)
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The difference in the behaviour of M1 and M2 suggests that the difference of
these aggregates (M2 minus M1) should be considered… The difference of M2
– M1 leads the cycle by even more than M2, with the lead being about three
quarters.” (p. 12)

Thus rather than credit money being created with a lag after government
money, the data shows that credit money is created first, up to a year
before there are changes in base money. This contradicts the money
multiplier model of how credit and debt are created: rather than fiat money
being needed to “seed” the credit creation process, credit is created first and
then after that, base money changes.
It doesn’t take sophisticated statistics to show that the second prediction is
wrong—all you have to do is look at the ratio of private debt to money. The
theoretical prediction has never been right—rather than the money stock
exceeding debt, debt has always exceeded the money supply—and the
degree of divergence has grown over time.(there are attenuating factors
that might affect the prediction—the public hoarding cash should make the
ratio less than shown here, while non-banks would make it larger—but the
gap between prediction and reality is just too large for the theory to be
taken seriously).

Academic economics responded to these empirical challenges to its accepted
theory in the time-honoured way: it ignored them.
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Well, the so-called “mainstream” did—the school of thought known as
“Neoclassical economics”. A rival school of thought, known as Post
Keynesian economics, took these problems seriously, and developed a
different theory of how money is created that is more consistent with the
data.
This first major paper on this approach, “The Endogenous Money Stock” by
the non-orthodox economist Basil Moore, was published almost thirty years
ago.[4] Basil’s essential point was quite simple. The standard money
multiplier model’s assumption that banks wait passively for deposits before
starting to lend is false. Rather than bankers sitting back passively, waiting
for depositors to give them excess reserves that they can then on-lend,
“In the real world, banks extend credit, creating deposits in the process, and
look for reserves later”.[5]

Thus loans come first—simultaneously creating deposits—and at a later
stage the reserves are found. The main mechanism behind this are the “lines
of credit” that major corporations have arranged with banks that enable
them to expand their loans from whatever they are now up to a specified
limit.
If a firm accesses its line of credit to, for example, buy a new piece of
machinery, then its debt to the bank rises by the price of the machine, and
the deposit account of the machine’s manufacturer rises by the same
amount. If the bank that issued the line of credit was already at its own limit
in terms of its reserve requirements, then it will borrow that amount, either
from the Federal Reserve or from other sources.
If the entire banking system is at its reserve requirement limit, then the
Federal Reserve has three choices:




refuse to issue new reserves and cause a credit crunch;
create new reserves; or
relax the reserve ratio.

Since the main role of the Federal Reserve is to try to ensure the smooth
functioning of the credit system, option one is out—so it either adds Base
Money to the system, or relaxes the reserve requirements, or both.
Thus causation in money creation runs in the opposite direction to that of
the money multiplier model: the credit money dog wags the fiat money tail.
Both the actual level of money in the system, and the component of it that is
created by the government, are controlled by the commercial system itself,
and not by the Federal Reserve.
Central Banks around the world learnt this lesson the hard way in the 1970s
and 1980s when they attempted to control the money supply, following
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neoclassical economist Milton Friedman’s theory of “monetarism” that
blamed inflation on increases in the money supply. Friedman argued that
Central Banks should keep the reserve requirement constant, and increase
Base Money at about 5% per annum; this would, he asserted cause inflation
to fall as people’s expectations adjusted, with only a minor (if any) impact
on real economic activity.
Though inflation was ultimately suppressed by a severe recession, the
monetarist experiment overall was an abject failure. Central Banks would set
targets for the growth in the money supply and miss them completely—the
money supply would grow two to three times faster than the targets they
set.
Ultimately, Central Banks abandoned monetary targeting, and moved on to
the modern approach of targeting the overnight interest rate as a way to
control inflation.[6] Several Central Banks—including Australia’s RBA—
completely abandoned the setting of reserve requirements. Others—such as
America’s Federal Reserve—maintained them, but had such loopholes in
them that they became basically irrelevant. Thus the US Federal Reserve
sets a Required Reserve Ratio of 10%, but applies this only to deposits by
individuals; banks have no reserve requirement at all for deposits by
companies.[7]
However, neoclassical economic theory never caught up with either the data,
or the actual practices of Central Banks—and Ben Bernanke, a leading
neoclassical theoretician, and unabashed fan of Milton Friedman, is now in
control of the Federal Reserve. He is therefore trying to resolve the financial
crisis and prevent deflation in a neoclassical manner: by increasing the Base
Money supply.
Give Bernanke credit for trying here: the rate at which he is increasing Base
Money is unprecedented. Base Money doubled between 1994 and 2008;
Bernanke has doubled it again in just the last 4 months.
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If the money multiplier model of money creation were correct, then
ultimately this would lead to a dramatic growth in the money supply as an
additional US$7 trillion of credit money was gradually created.

If neoclassical theory was correct, this increase in the money supply would
cause a bout of inflation, which would end bring the current deflationary
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period to a halt, and we could all go back to “business as usual”. That is
clearly what Bernanke is banking on:
“The conclusion that deflation is always reversible under a fiat money system
follows from basic economic reasoning. A little parable may prove useful:
Today an ounce of gold sells for $300, more or less. Now suppose that a
modern alchemist solves his subject’s oldest problem by finding a way to
produce unlimited amounts of new gold at essentially no cost. Moreover, his
invention is widely publicized and scientifically verified, and he announces his
intention to begin massive production of gold within days.
What would happen to the price of gold? Presumably, the potentially
unlimited supply of cheap gold would cause the market price of gold to
plummet. Indeed, if the market for gold is to any degree efficient, the price
of gold would collapse immediately after the announcement of the invention,
before the alchemist had produced and marketed a single ounce of yellow
metal.
Like gold, U.S. dollars have value only to the extent that they are strictly
limited in supply. But the U.S. government has a technology, called a
printing press (or, today, its electronic equivalent), that allows it to produce
as many U.S. dollars as it wishes at essentially no cost.
By increasing the number of U.S. dollars in circulation, or even by credibly
threatening to do so, the U.S. government can also reduce the value of a
dollar in terms of goods and services, which is equivalent to raising the prices
in dollars of those goods and services. We conclude that, under a papermoney system, a determined government can always generate higher
spending and hence positive inflation…
If we do fall into deflation, however, we can take comfort that the logic of the
printing press example must assert itself, and sufficient injections of money
will ultimately always reverse a deflation.” [8]

However, from the point of view of the empirical record, and the rival theory
of endogenous money, this will fail on at least four fronts:
1. Banks won’t create more credit money as a result of the injections of Base
Money. Instead, inactive reserves will rise;
2. Creating more credit money requires a matching increase in debt—even if
the money multiplier model were correct, what would the odds be of the
private sector taking on an additional US$7 trillion in debt in addition to the
current US$42 trillion it already owes?;
3. Deflation will continue because the motive force behind it will still be
there—distress selling by retailers and wholesalers who are desperately
trying to avoid going bankrupt; and
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4. The macroeconomic process of deleveraging will reduce real demand no
matter what is done, as Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer recently noted:
“We’re certainly in the midst of a once-in-a-lifetime set of economic
conditions. The perspective I would bring is not one of recession.
Rather, the economy is resetting to lower level of business and
consumer spending based largely on the reduced leverage in
economy”.[9]

The only way that Bernanke’s “printing press example” would work to cause
inflation in our current debt-laden would be if simply Zimbabwean levels of
money were printed—so that fiat money could substantially repay
outstanding debt and effectively supplant credit-based money.
Measured on this scale, Bernanke’s increase in Base Money goes from being
heroic to trivial. Not only does the scale of credit-created money greatly
exceed government-created money, but debt in turn greatly exceeds even
the broadest measure of the money stock—the M3 series that the Fed some
years ago decided to discontinue.

Bernanke’s expansion of M0 in the last four months of 2008 has merely
reduced the debt to M0 ratio from 47:1 to 36:1 (the debt data is quarterly
whole money stock data is monthly, so the fall in the ratio is more than
shown here given the lag in reporting of debt).
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To make a serious dent in debt levels, and thus enable the increase in base
money to affect the aggregate money stock and hence cause inflation,
Bernanke would need to not merely double M0, but to increase it by a factor
of, say, 25 from pre-intervention levels. That US$20 trillion truckload of
greenbacks might enable Americans to repay, say, one quarter of
outstanding debt with one half—thus reducing the debt to GDP ratio about
200% (roughly what it was during the DotCom bubble and, coincidentally,
1931)—and get back to some serious inflationary spending with the other (of
course, in the context of a seriously depreciating currency). But with
anything less than that, his attempts to reflate the American economy will
sink in the ocean of debt created by America’s modern-day “Roving Cavaliers
of Credit”.
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How to be a “Cavalier of Credit”
Note Bernanke’s assumption (highlighted above) in his argument that
printing money would always ultimately cause inflation: “under a fiat money
system“. The point made by endogenous money theorists is that we don’t
live in a fiat-money system, but in a credit-money system which has had a
relatively small and subservient fiat money system tacked onto it.
We are therefore not in a “fractional reserve banking system”, but in a
credit-money one, where the dynamics of money and debt are vastly
different to those assumed by Bernanke and neoclassical economics in
general.[10]
Calling our current financial system a “fiat money” or “fractional reserve
banking system” is akin to the blind man who classified an elephant as a
snake, because he felt its trunk. We live in a credit money system with a fiat
money subsystem that has some independence, but certainly doesn’t rule
the monetary roost—far from it.
The best place to start to analyse the monetary system is therefore to
consider a model of a pure credit economy—a toy economy in which there is
no government sector and no Central Bank whatsoever—and see how that
model behaves.
The first issue in such a system is how does one become a bank?—or a
“cavalier of credit” in Marx’s wonderfully evocative phrase? The answer was
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provided by the Italian non-orthodox economist Augusto Graziani: a bank is
a third party to all transactions, whose account-keeping between buyer and
seller is regarded as finally settling all claims between them.
Huh? What does that mean? To explain it, I’ll compare it with the manner in
which we’ve been misled to thinking about the market economy by
neoclassical economics.
It has deluded us into thinking of a market economy as being fundamentally
a system of barter. Every transaction is seen as being two sided, and
involving two commodities: Farmer Maria wants to sell pigs and buy copper
pipe; Plumber Joe wants to sell copper pipe and buy pigs.

Money simply eliminates the problem that it’s very hard for Plumber Joe to
find Farmer Maria. Instead, they each sell their commodity for money, and
then exchange that money for the commodity they really want. The picture
appears more complicated—there are two markets introduced as well, with
Farmer Maria selling pigs to the pig market in return for money, Plumber Joe
doing the same thing in the copper market, and then armed with money
from their sales, they go across to the other market and buy what they
want. But it is still a lot easier than a plumber going out to try to find a pig
farmer who wants copper pipes.
In this model of the economy, money is useful in that it replaces a very
difficult search process with a system of markets. But fundamentally the
system is no different to the barter model above: money is just a convenient
“numeraire”, and anything at all could be used—even copper pipe or pigs—
so long as all markets agreed to accept it. Gold tends to be the numeraire of
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choice because it doesn’t degrade, and paper money merely replaces gold as
a more convenient form of numeraire.

Importantly, in this model, money is an asset to its holder, but a
liability to no-one. There is money, but no debt. The fractional banking
model that is tacked onto this vision of bartering adds yet another market
where depositors (savers) supply money at a price (the rate of interest), and
lenders buy money for that price, and the interaction between supply and
demand sets the price. Debt now exists, but in the model world total debt is
less than the amount of money.
If this market produces too much money (which it can do in a fractional
banking system because the government determines the supply of base
money and the reserve requirement) then there can be inflation of the
money prices of commodities. Equally if the money market suddenly
contracts, then there can be deflation. It’s fairly easy to situate Bernanke’s
dramatic increase in Base Money within this view of the world.
If only it were the world in which we live. Instead, we live in a credit
economy, in which intrinsically useless pieces of paper—or even simple
transfers of electronic records of numbers—are happily accepted in return for
real, hard commodities. This in itself is not incompatible with a fractional
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banking model, but the empirical data tells us that credit money is created
independently of fiat money: credit money rules the roost. So our
fundamental understanding of a monetary economy should proceed from a
model in which credit is intrinsic, and government money is tacked on
later—and not the other way round.
Our starting point for analysing the economy should therefore be a “pure
credit” economy, in which there are privately issued bank notes, but no
government sector and no fiat money. Yet this has to be an economy in
which intrinsically useless items are accepted as payment for intrinsically
useful ones—you can’t eat a bank note, but you can eat a pig.
So how can that be done without corrupting the entire system. Someone has
to have the right to produce the bank notes; how can this system be the
basis of exchange, without the person who has that right abusing it?
Graziani (and others in the “Circuitist” tradition) reasoned that this would
only be possible if the producer of bank notes—or the keeper of the
electronic records of money—could not simply print them whenever he/she
wanted a commodity, and go and buy that commodity with them. But at the
same time, people involved in ordinary commerce had to accept the transfer
of these intrinsically useless things in return for commodities.
“Therefore for a system of credit money to work, three conditions had to be
fulfilled:

In order for money to exist, three basic conditions must be met:
a) money has to be a token currency (otherwise it would give rise to barter
and not to monetary exchanges);
b) money has to be accepted as a means of final settlement of the
transaction (otherwise it would be credit and not money);
c) money must not grant privileges of seignorage to any agent making a
payment.” [11]

In Graziani’s words, “The only way to satisfy those three conditions is …:
“to have payments made by means of promises of a third agent, the
typical third agent being nowadays. When an agent makes a payment by
means of a cheque, he satisfies his partner by the promise of the bank to pay
the amount due.
Once the payment is made, no debt and credit relationships are left between
the two agents. But one of them is now a creditor of the bank, while the
second is a debtor of the same bank. This insures that, in spite of making
final payments by means of paper money, agents are not granted any kind of
privilege.
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For this to be true, any monetary payment must therefore be a
triangular transaction, involving at least three agents, the payer, the
payee, and the bank.” ( p. 3).

Thus in a credit economy, all transactions are involve one commodity, and
three parties: a seller, a buyer, and a bank whose transfer of money from
the buyer’s account to the seller’s is accepted by them as finalising the sale
of the commodity. So the actual pattern in any transaction in a credit money
economy is as shown below:

This makes banks and money an essential feature of a credit economy, not
something that can be initially ignored and incorporated later, as
neoclassical economics has attempted to do (unsuccessfully; one of the
hardest things for a neoclassical mathematical modeller is to explain why
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money exists, apart from the search advantages noted above. Generally
therefore their models omit money—and debt—completely).
It also defines what a bank is: it is a third party whose record-keeping is
trusted by all parties as recording the transfers of credit money that effect
sales of commodities. The bank makes a legitimate living by lending money
to other agents—thus simultaneously creating loans and deposits—and
charging a higher rate of interest on loans than on deposits.
Thus in a fundamental way, a bank is a bank because it is trusted. Of
course, as we know from our current bitter experience, banks can damage
that trust; but it remains the wellspring from which their existence arises.
This model helped distinguish the realistic model of endogenous money from
the unrealistic neoclassical vision of a barter economy. It also makes it
possible to explain what a credit crunch is, and why it has such a
devastating impact upon economic activity.
First, the basics: how does a pure credit economy work, and how is money
created in one? (The rest of this post necessarily gets technical and is there
for those who want detailed background. It reports new research into the
dynamics of a credit economy. There’s nothing here anywhere near as poetic
as Marx’s “Cavaliers of Credit”, but I hope it explains how a credit economy
works, and how it can go badly wrong in a “credit crunch”)

How the Cavaliers “Make Money”
Several economists—notably Wicksell and Keynes—envisaged a “pure credit
economy”. Keynes imagined a world in which “investment is proceeding at a
steady rate”, in which case:
“the finance (or the commitments to finance) required can be supplied from a
revolving fund of a more or less constant amount, one entrepreneur having
his finance replenished for the purpose of a projected investment as another
exhausts his on paying for his completed investment.” [12]

This is the starting point to understanding a pure credit economy—and
therefore to understanding our current economy and why it’s in a bind.
Consider an economy with three sectors: firms that produce goods, banks
that charge and pay interest, and households that supply workers. Firms are
the only entities that borrow, and the banking sector gave loans at some
stage in the past to start production. Firms hired workers with this money
(and bought inputs from each other), enabling production, and ultimately
the economy settled down to a constant turnover of money and goods (as
yet there is no technological change, population growth, or wage
bargaining).
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There are four types of accounts: Firms’ Loans, Firms’ Deposits, Banks’
Deposits, and Households Deposits. These financial flows are described by
the following table. I’m eschewing mathematical symbols and just using
letters here to avoid the “MEGO” effect (“My Eyes Glaze Over”)—if you want
to check out the equations, see this paper:
1. Interest accrues on the outstanding loans.
2. Firms pay interest on the loans. This is how the banks make money, and it
involves a transfer of money from the firms deposit accounts to the banks.
The banks then have to acknowledge this payment of interest by recording it
against the outstanding debt firms owe them.
3. Banks pay interest to firms on the balances in their deposit accounts. This
involves a transfer from Bank Deposit accounts to Firms; this is a cost of
business to banks, but they make money this way because (a) the rate of
interest on loans is higher than that on deposits and (b) as is shown later,
the volume of loans outstanding exceeds the deposits that banks have to pay
interest on;
4. Firms pay wages to workers; this is a transfer from the firms deposits to
the households.
5. Banks pay interest to households on the balances in their deposit
accounts.
6. Banks and households pay money to firms in order to purchase some of
the output from factories for consumption and intermediate goods.

This financial activity allows production to take place:
1. Workers are hired and paid a wage;
2. They produce output in factories at a constant level of productivity;
3. The output is then sold to other firms, banks and households;
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4. The price level is set so that in equilibrium the flow of demand
equals the flow of output
The graphs below show the outcome of a simulation of this system, which
show that a pure credit economy can work: firms can borrow money, make a
profit and pay it back, and a single “revolving fund of finance”, as Keynes
put it, can maintain a set level of economic activity. [13]
These stable accounts support a flow of economic activity in time, giving
firms, households and banks steady incomes:

Output and employment also tick over at a constant level:
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That’s the absolutely basic picture; to get closer to our current reality, a lot
more needs to be added. The next model includes, in addition to the basic
system shown above:
1. Repayment of debt, which involves a transfer from the Firms’ deposit
account to an account that wasn’t shown in the previous model that records
Banks unlent reserves; this transfer of money has to be acknowledged by the
banks by a matching reduction in the recorded level of debt;
2. Relending from unlent reserves. This involves a transfer of money, against
which an equivalent increase in debt is recorded;
3. The extension of new loans to the firm sector by the banks. The firms
sector’s deposits are increased, and simultaneously the recorded level of debt
is increased by the same amount.
4. Investment of part of bank profits by a transfer from the banking sector’s
deposit accounts to the unlent reserves.
5. Variable wages, growing labour productivity and a growing population.

The financial table for this system is:
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As with the previous model, this toy economy “works”—it is possible for
firms to borrow money, make a profit, and repay their debt.
With the additional elements of debt repayment and the creation of new
money, this model also lets us see what happens to bank income when
these parameters change.

Though in some ways the answers are obvious, it lets us see why banks are
truly cavalier with credit. The conclusions are that bank income is bigger:
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If the rate of money creation is higher (this is by far the most important
factor);
If the rate of circulation of unlent reserves is higher; and
If the rate of debt repayment is lower—which is why, in “normal” financial
circumstances, banks are quite happy not to have debt repaid.

In some ways these conclusions are unremarkable: banks make money by
extending debt, and the more they create, the more they are likely to earn.
But this is a revolutionary conclusion when compared to standard thinking
about banks and debt, because the money multiplier model implies that,
whatever banks might want to do, they are constrained from so doing by a
money creation process that they do not control.
However, in the real world, they do control the creation of credit. Given their
proclivity to lend as much as is possible, the only real constraint on bank
lending is the public’s willingness to go into debt. In the model economy
shown here, that willingness directly relates to the perceived possibilities for
profitable investment—and since these are limited, so also is the uptake of
debt.
But in the real world—and in my models of Minsky’s Financial Instability
Hypothesis—there is an additional reason why the public will take on debt:
the perception of possibilities for private gain from leveraged speculation on
asset prices.
That clearly is what has happened in the world’s recent economic history, as
it happened previously in the run-up to the Great Depression and numerous
financial crises beforehand. In its aftermath, we are now experiencing a
“credit crunch”—a sudden reversal with the cavaliers going from being
willing to lend to virtually anyone with a pulse, to refusing credit even to
those with solid financial histories.
I introduce a “credit crunch” into this model by changing those same key
financial parameters at the 30 year mark, but decreasing them rather than
increasing them. Firms go from having a 20 year horizon for debt repayment
to a 6.4 year horizon, banks go from increasing the money supply at 10%
per annum to 3.2% per annum, while the rate of circulation of unlent
reserves drops by 68%.
There is much more to our current crisis than this—in particular, this model
omits “Ponzi lending” that finances gambling on asset prices rather than
productive investment, and the resulting accumulation of debt compared to
GDP—but this level of change in financial parameters alone is sufficient to
cause a simulated crisis equivalent to the Great Depression. Its behaviour
reproduces much of what we’re witnessing now: there is a sudden blow-out
in unlent reserves, and a decline in the nominal level of debt and in the
amount of money circulating in the economy.
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This is the real world phenomenon that Bernanke is now railing against with
his increases in Base Money, and already the widespread lament amongst
policy makers is that banks are not lending out this additional money, but
simply building up their reserves.
Tough: in a credit economy, that’s what banks do after a financial crisis—it’s
what they did during the Great Depression. This credit-economy
phenomenon is the real reason that the money supply dropped during the
Depression: it wasn’t due to “bad Federal Reserve policy” as Bernanke
himself has opined, but due to the fact that we live in a credit money world,
and not the fiat money figment of neoclassical imagination.
The impact of the simulated credit crunch on my toy economy’s real
variables is similar to that of the Great Depression: real output slumps
severely, as does employment.
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The nominal value of output also falls, because prices also fall along with
real output.

This fall in prices is driven by a switch from a regime of growing demand to
one of shrinking demand. Rather than there being a continuous slight
imbalance in demand’s favour, the imbalance shifts in favour of supply—and
prices continue falling even though output eventually starts to rise.
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The unemployment rate explodes rapidly from full employment to 25 percent
of the workforce being out of a job—and then begins a slow recovery.

Finally, wages behave in a perverse fashion, just as Keynes argued during
the Great Depression: nominal wages fall, but real wages rise because the
fall in prices outruns the fall in wages.
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This combination of falling prices and falling output means that despite the
fall in nominal debts, the ratio of debt to nominal output actually rises—
again, as happened for the first few years of the Great Depression.

Though this model is still simple compared to the economy in which we live,
it’s a lot closer to our actual economy than the models developed by
conventional “neoclassical” economists, which ignore money and debt, and
presume that the economy will always converge to a “NAIRU”[14]
equilibrium after any shock.
It also shows the importance of the nominal money stock, something that
neoclassical economists completely ignore. To quote Milton Friedman on this
point:
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“It is a commonplace of monetary theory that nothing is so unimportant as
the quantity of money expressed in terms of the nominal monetary unit—
dollars, or pounds, or pesos… Let the number of dollars in existence be
multiplied by 100; that, too, will have no other essential effect, provided that
all other nominal magnitudes (prices of goods and services, and quantities of
other assets and liabilities that are expressed in nominal terms) are also
multiplied by 100.” [15]

The madness in Friedman’s argument is the assumption that increasing the
money supply by a factor of 100 will also cause “all other nominal
magnitudes” including commodity prices and debts to be multiplied by the
same factor.
Whatever might be the impact on prices of increasing the money supply by a
factor of 100, the nominal value of debt would remain constant: debt
contracts don’t give banks the right to increase your outstanding level of
debt just because prices have changed. Movements in the nominal prices of
goods and services aren’t perfectly mirrored by changes in the level of
nominal debts, and this is why nominal magnitudes can’t be ignored.
In this model I have developed, money and its rate of circulation matter
because they determine the level of nominal and real demand. It is a “New
Monetarism” model, in which money is crucial.
Ironically, Milton Friedman argued that money was crucial in his
interpretation of the Great Depression—that the failure of the Federal
Reserve to sufficiently increase the money supply allowed deflation to occur.
But he a trivial “helicopter” model of money creation that saw all money as
originating from the operations of the Federal Reserve:
“Let us suppose now that one day a helicopter flies over this community and
drops an additional $1,000 in bills from the sky, which is, of course, hastily
collected by members of the community. Let us suppose further that
everyone is convinced that this is a unique event which will never be
repeated… [16]
When the helicopter starts dropping money in a steady stream— or, more
generally, when the quantity of money starts unexpectedly to rise more
rapidly— it takes time for people to catch on to what is happening. Initially,
they let actual balances exceed long— run desired balances…” (p. 13)

and a trivial model of the real economy that argued that it always tended
back to equilibrium:
“Let us start with a stationary society in which … (5) The society, though
stationary, is not static. Aggregates are constant, but individuals are subject
to uncertainty and change. Even the aggregates may change in a stochastic
way, provided the mean values do not… Let us suppose that these conditions
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have been in existence long enough for the society to have reached a state
of equilibrium…” (pp. 2-3)
One natural question to ask about this final situation is, “What raises the
price level, if at all points markets are cleared and real magnitudes are
stable?” The answer is, “Because everyone confidently anticipates that prices
will rise.” (p. 10)

Using this simplistic analysis, Milton Friedman claimed that inflation was
caused by “too many helicopters” and deflation by “too few”, and that the
deflation that amplified the downturn in the 1930s could have been
prevented if only the Fed had sent more helicopters into the fray:
“different and feasible actions by the monetary authorities could have
prevented the decline in the money stock—indeed, produced almost any
desired increase in the money stock. The same actions would also have
eased the banking difficulties appreciably. Prevention or moderation of the
decline in the stock of money, let alone the substitution of monetary
expansion, would have reduced the contraction’s severity and almost as
certainly its duration.” [17]

With a sensible model of how money is endogenously created by the
financial system, it is possible to concur that a decline in money contributed
to the severity of the Great Depression, but not to blame that on the Federal
Reserve not properly exercising its effectively impotent powers of fiat money
creation. Instead, the decline was due to the normal operations of a credit
money system during a financial crisis that its own reckless lending has
caused—the Cavaliers are cowards who rush into a battle they are winning,
and retreat at haste in defeat.
However, with his belief in Friedman’s analysis, Bernanke did blame his 1930
predecessors for causing the Great Depression. In his paean to Milton
Friedman on the occasion of his 90th birthday, Bernanke made the following
remark:
“Let me end my talk by abusing slightly my status as an official
representative of the Federal Reserve. I would like to say to Milton and Anna:
Regarding the Great Depression. You’re right, we did it. We’re very sorry. But
thanks to you, we won’t do it again.” [18]

In fact, thanks to Milton Friedman and neoclassical economics in general, the
Fed ignored the run up of debt that has caused this crisis, and every rescue
engineered by the Fed simply increased the height of the precipice from
which the eventual fall into Depression would occur.
Having failed to understand the mechanism of money creation in a credit
money world, and failed to understand how that mechanism goes into
reverse during a financial crisis, neoclassical economics may end up doing
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what by accident what Marx failed to achieve by deliberate action, and bring
capitalism to its knees.
Neoclassical economics—and especially that derived from Milton
Friedman’s pen—is mad, bad, and dangerous to know.

Debtwatch Statistics February 2009
My discussion of the most recent monthly data is abbreviated given the
length of this Report, but it now appears that the debt bubble has started to
burst. Private debt fell by $A$5 billion in the last month, the first fall since
2003, and the steepest monthly fall on record.
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As a result, Australia’s Debt to GDP ratio has started to fall.
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However, it might rise once more if deflation takes hold. This was the
Depression experience when the debt to GDP ratio rose even as nominal
debt levels fell. Leaving that possibility aside for the moment, it appears that
Australia’s peak private debt to GDP ratio occurred in March 2008, with a
ratio of 177% of GDP including business securities (or 165% excluding
business securities).

_____________________________________________________________
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